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ECONOMICS WORKS ON SUPPLY AND DEMAND

When demand (from spenders) falls – the economy deflates.
When supply meets demand without a surplus, the economy is balanced.
When there is more demand (from spenders) than can be supplied – prices rise.
If prices rise fast – inflation of costs, reduces the value of  available money (cutting living standards).

The job of government is to make sure sufficient money is in the economy, without causing damage to 
stability of prices at a later date.

Too much debt build-up in the economy eventually forces spenders to stop spending, which affects 
people in jobs supplying goods or services; bringing job cut backs and falling prices (as businesses 
fight for falling customer volumes). This can cause loss of confidence in demand and deflation (the 
opposite of economic growth).

HOW CITIZEN'S INCOME WOULD HELP STABILIZE ECONOMICS

If government policy was to pay everyone a Citizen's Income, this would put money into the hands of 
everyone – without debt or interest payments, to ensure sufficient ability to spend – to maintain steady 
growth in the economy and supply of goods and services, to maintain jobs and stable prices; without 
either inflation or deflation.

N.B. Without guaranteeing sufficient demand (from spenders), governments would find it difficult to 
manage stable economics.

ENSURING SUFFICIENT DEMAND FROM SPENDERS

Often businesses compete to attract demand (from spenders), by coming up with price or design 
improvements – to induce desire for their goods or services.

If spenders like what they see, it is better that they can spend without creating future debt problems for 
the economy, so that jobs levels can be maintained, whilst maintaining or raising living standards.

Citizen's Income could be paid to everyone, without damaging the chancellor's spending budget, so not 
only would it be desirable and practical as a boost to economic life, it would be affordable and prudent 
to bring in; helping to remove unwanted bureaucracy from systems of government, at the same time.

Further supporting material at: www.lifecentrestage.wordpress.com



 


